DRIVE YOUR MANUFACTURING EFFICIENCY WHILE PROTECTING YOUR PRODUCT

Intermediate Bulk Container Liners offer an efficient and reliable means to fill, transport and discharge your liquid food products. Bulk liners paired with rigid or paper IBCs can be used for bulk processing in-house or to more economically ship your liquid products to food processors and contract packagers.

- Liners eliminate the costly and time-consuming need for container cleaning
- A sanitary solution is provided by liners as they guarantee that the interior surface of the IBC or tote will be free of any contamination from previous product or cleaner residue
- IBCs with liners offer better economics in filling, shipping and dispensing over 55 gal drums or bottle in cage

APPLICATIONS

- Sauces & Syrups
- Fats & Oils
- Condiments
- Flavorings
- Purees
- Dairy
- Sweetners

Our production facility is FSSC22000, Kosher and IMS certified
Intermediate Bulk Packaging Solutions for Liquid Food Products

**DESIGNED TO OPTIMIZE YOUR FILLING AND DISPENSING PROCESS**

- Food grade liners available in 2 and 3 ply, 3.2 MIL and 4 MIL
- Liners are available pre-cassetted to improve the filling performance of the liner within the IBC or paper IBC
- Barrier films available for oxygen and moisture sensitive applications
- We offer liners with a broad portfolio of fill and dispense fitments to optimize your processing
- A wide range of accessories available (heating pads, fill bridges, adapters and valves)

**PILLOW LINERS**

Liquid pillow liners are an economical packaging choice for liquid bulk materials in IBCs. The pillow style IBC liner protects liquid products from contamination and leakage during processing, storage and transportation.

32”x 51” up to 92”x 90”

**FORM-FIT LINERS**

Form-fit liquid liners are designed to reduce labor while minimizing waste and product residual during filling and dispensing bulk liquids. The form-fit design allows for a consistently complete fill and dispense of products because the liner has no pleats, folds or other traps to hinder material flow.

32” square up to 48” square

**PAPER IBC WITH LIQUID LINER**

The Paper IBC container is a dependable and economical alternative to drums, bottle-in-cage and other “heavy footprint” types of intermediate bulk containers. Paired with a food grade liquid liner, the IBC provides bulk storage and shipping for oils, sauces, syrups and other liquids.

265 GAL/1000 L, 275 GAL 1041 L Square or rectangle

*Open top liquid liners also available up to 47”x 82”

**XTRAKT® SYSTEM**

For viscous liquids, our Xtrakt® System can help you reduce waste and boost profits by extracting even more product from your liners.

- Leaves less than 2 kg of residual product in every liner, every time
- Reduces residual product waste by up to 30%
- Systems for either low-viscosity or high-viscosity applications
- No operator intervention lowers your labor costs
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